In this paper, the performance of irregular low-density parity check (LPDC) coded orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (COFDM) utilizing 4096 quadrature amplitude modulation (4096-QAM) is investigated over multipath power-line communication (PLC) channel. The effective complexvalued ratio distributions of the noise samples at the zero-forcing (ZF) equalizer output considering both frequency-selective multipath PLCs, background and impulsive noise are derived, in addition to the condition for optimum detection of 4096-QAM and the bit error rate (BER). Moreover, the performance of the LDPC decoder is improved by computing the log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) required for soft decoding based on the derived PDFs. Numerical results obtained using the newly derived LLRs demonstrate a significant performance improvement compared to the conventional receiver that uses blanking impulsive noise mitigation method and LLRs computed based on the Gaussian distribution.
Gaussian channel. However, in past decade, the majority of previous research works follow the memoryless Bernoulli Gaussian mixture model. In practice, the Markovian-Gaussian model reduces to the former Bernoulli Gaussian mixture model when the transition probabilities depend on the arrival state only. Therefore, in our paper we employed the Nakagami-m background interference noise and Bernoulli Gaussian mixture model to make the results more comparable to the results from previous research [9] , [10] .
The multipath effects and impulsive noise are the dominant performance degradation factors in PLC. To combat both of them, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has been adopted for broadband PLC standards such as the Home-Plug AV to provide 197 Mbps for high-speed communication [11] , [12] . OFDM is commonly used with a cyclic prefix (CP) to convert the frequency-selective multipath into narrowband frequency-flat channels to eliminate inter-symbol interference (ISI); hence, requiring only a simple single-tap equalizer at the receiver [13] . On the other hand, different non-linearity based impulsive noise mitigation methods with different degrees of complexity are used in the time domain to limit the amplitude of impulsive noise samples before the OFDM demodulator. These include clipping, blanking and hybrid methods combining clipping/blanking [6] , [14] , [15] .
Forward error correction (FEC) code with soft iterative decoders such as low-density parity check (LDPC) codes and turbo codes (TC) have been introduced for PLC channels to improve the bit error rate (BER) performance by utilizing frequency diversity [3] , [16] . LDPC codes with iterative soft-decision decoding achieves performance very close to the Shannon limit, lower decoding complexity and it is easy to modify the code rates with better BER performance than turbo codes [17] , [18] . Therefore, LDPC codes are adopted in this paper. The iterative decoders of these techniques are highly sensitive to the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) computations.
For instance, the BER performance of LDPC-COFDM system utilizing LLRs computed based solely on the Gaussian noise probability density function (PDF) assumption deteriorates quickly over the multipath PLC channel since the effects of the channel multipath on the noise PDF of LLR computation are ignored. This is true even if the impulsive noise assumption is used.
Although the PLC noise PDFs are well-known [7] , [19] , [20] , in this paper we derive the PDF of the noise after the channel equalizer. Thus, we define effective noise as the noise samples after the frequency-domain, single-tap, channel equalizer stage required in OFDM systems. Therefore, we focus on the improving the performance of the LDPC decoder by deriving the effective noise PDFs after ZF equalizer and utilizing the outcome in computing the soft LLRs.
Furthermore, EXIT charts are used to demonstrate the improved convergence of the proposed approach over PLC channels in the presence of both background interference noise and impulsive noise [16] , [21] . The major contributions of this paper related to the performance analysis of the irregular LDPC-COFDM system over PLC channels are the following:
• We derive the effective noise PDFs at the zero-forcing (ZF) equalizer output for the individual and combined Nakagami-m type BI and BGM models.
• We derive the maximum likelihood detector, the symbol error rate (SER) and the BER for the derived noise PDFs.
• We improve the performance of the LDPC decoder by utilizing the LLRs computed based on the derived noise PDFs over PLC channels. Hence, improving the data throughput.
• We derive the EXIT chart equations based on the derived combined BI and BGM PDF, and we examine their validity against the conventional EXIT chart analysis based on the Gaussian PDF [21] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the LDPC-COFDM system over PLC channels. Section III shows the effective noise PDFs derivation at the ZF equalizer output. The maximum likelihood detector, LLRs, SER, and BER are derived in section IV. The EXIT chart analysis of irregular LDPC codes is presented in Section V. Simulations and results are presented in Section VI, and finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. LDPC-COFDM SYSTEM OVER PLC CHANNELS
The block-diagram of the LDPC-COFDM system is shown in Fig. 1 LDPC codes belong to a class of FEC, linear block codes originally proposed by Gallager in 1962 [22] . LDPC codes can be classified into regular and irregular codes, in which, the latter type achieve a superior BER performance than the first type. The irregular LDPC codes can be constructed by (n − k) × n sparse parity check matrix H with variable column weight, w c , and the row weight, w r , respectively [23] . At first, a block of information bits
is encoded into codeword c = {c 0 , c 1 , . . . , c n−1 } using the LDPC encoder. Subsequently, the bits of the codeword c are first grouped into groups of κ bits and then mapped unto to the 2 κ symbols of a QAM constellation, i.e. for a κ-tuple {c m , c m+1 , . . . c m+κ−1 } of bits the corresponding QAM
, where C ∈ C 2 κ ×1 is the Gray-encoded constellation vector.
The complex base-band OFDM signal in the time domain can be implemented using an Npoints inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) as [24] x n = 1
where N is the number of sub-carriers. To eliminate ISI between consecutive OFDM symbols in PLC channels, a time-domain CP of length N CP samples is designed to exceed the maximum PLC channel delay spread (L h ), which is inserted at the beginning of each OFDM symbol by copying the last N CP samples of the IFFT output x and appending them at the beginning of x to produce the transmitted symbolx of length N t = N + N CP samples expressed as
The frequency response, H(f ), of the PLC channel exhibiting L propagation paths can be modelled using Zimmermann and Dostert model as [1] [2] [3] , [10] 
where g i is the weighting factor, a 0 and a 1 are the attenuation parameters, k ∈ [0.5, 1] is the exponent of the attenuation factor, d i is the path length and Under perfect synchronization conditions, the received signalỹ n in the time domain can be expressed as:ỹ
where
are the coefficients of the discrete impulse response of the multipath PLC channel in the time domain, L h is the channel length and λ λ λ = [λ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ N +N CP −1 ] denotes the total non-Gaussian noise samples in the time domain that's include the BI and BGM. λ n can be expressed as λ n =b n + i n , whereb n is BI and i n is BGM. The real and imaginary components of the BI can be expressed asb n = b n cos(θ n ) andb n = b n sin(θ n ), respectively.
Moreover, we assume that the PLC channel characteristics will not change over time. The only time-varying parameter in the PLC channel is the impulsive noise and background interference noise samples. However, the statistics of these two types of noise are assumed fixed. Furthermore, for the frequency response of the PLC channel we are using the standard 15-path channel with constant parameters as tabulated in Table I [2].
In order to reduce the effects of impulsive noise in the time domain, an impulsive noise mitigation method based on a blanking non-linearity is applied before the OFDM demodulator, replacing the incoming signalỹ n in (3) by a zero value when the complex received signal magnitudes exceed a blanking threshold [15] , [25] as
where T b is the blanking threshold. We utilize this threshold derived in [26] for the real and imaginary parts of 4096-QAM modulation. It is worth highlighting that this threshold is optimal for real-valued OFDM signals, however, when using the blanker on the real and imaginary parts separately, the threshold may be suboptimal.
III. THE EFFECTIVE NOISE PDFS DERIVATION AT THE ZF EQUALIZER OUTPUT
Assuming perfect time synchronization condition between the transmitter and the receiver, the received signal after CP removal, y = [y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y N −1 ], and FFT operation for all FFT sub-carriers k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 can be expressed as
represents the FFT of the total non-Gaussian noise samples λ n , X k represents the modulated symbols, and H k denotes the complex frequency response of the modified PLC channel for the k-th FFT sub-carrier. The magnitude
exhibits a Rayleigh distribution of two degrees of freedom [1] , i.e.
and the phase, φ = tan
, is uniformly distributed as
where H k and H k are zero-mean statistically independent orthogonal Gaussian random variables and their variances are σ
The transmitted data symbols can be recovered by utilizing a ZF equalizer after the N -point FFT operation in (5) as
are the complex-valued of the ZF equalizer, and C
are the complex-valued equalized non-Gaussian noise samples.
A. Nakagami-m Background Interference (BI) Noise
In the presence of Nakagami-m BI, λ n in (3) can be expressed as λ n = λ n + jλ n , where λ n =b n and λ n =b n are the real and imaginary components of BI, respectively. Practically, the envelope b n of BI in the time-domain follows the Nakagami-m distribution and it can be expressed as [5] p(b n ) = 2b
where m = (E{b
} is the Nakagami-m parameter, which denotes the closeness between the Nakagami and Rayleigh PDFs, Ω = E{b 2 n } is the mean power of the random variable b n , Γ(·) is the Gamma function, and E{·} is the expectation value. Moreover, the phase θ n is uniformly distributed in [−π, π). Thus, the distribution of λ n conditioned on θ n ,
while the distribution of p λ (λ n |θ n ) can be defined as
The closed-form expressions of the real part distribution, p λ (λ n ), utilizing (10) and the imaginary
and −∞ < λ r n < ∞, can be expressed as [7] p λ (λ
and for m =
where r = { , }, 1 F 1 (a; b; z) is the confluent hypergeometric function expressed as [27, Eq.(9.210 10 )] and K 0 (·) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order zero.
After performing the FFT operation in (5), the distribution of Nakagami-m BI samples in (12) and (13) will be changed and we can determine it using a statistical approximation. According to the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), the PDF of the real and imaginary parts of BI, p λ (λ r n ), after performing the FFT operation will be approaching the normal distribution [5] 
with mean µ b = 0 and the variance σ 
where σ is the Gauss hypergeometric function expressed as [27, Eq.(9.14)].
The joint PDF of the real and imaginary components can be expressed as
follows a Rayleigh distribution and its phase φ B k = tan
Hence, the complex-valued noise samples after the ZF equalizer in (8) can be expressed as
where Z k = χ k cos(φ t k ) and Z k = χ k sin(φ t k ) are the real and imaginary parts of the equalized noise samples, respectively, and φ t k = φ B k − φ H k is the total phase. Thus, the PDF of
can be computed as a ratio of two random variables with Rayleigh distributions. The joint PDF between B k and H k can be expressed as [28] 
substituting
we have utilized the computational knowledge engine 1 to determine the PDF of χ k using the division of two random variables formula [28] , yield
The total phase φ t k is uniformly distributed over
. Thus, the conditional PDF of p Z (Z k |φ t k ) of the real part can be expressed as
and the joint PDF, p Z,φ (Z k , φ t k ), can be expressed as
Hence, the p(Z k ) of the effective noise samples after ZF equalization can be computed as
assuming
utilizing the computational knowledge engine 1 , we get
It is worth noting that
B. Impulsive Noise
In the presence of BGM, λ n = i n and λ n = i n in (3), where i n and i n are the real and imaginary parts of the Bernoulli Gaussian mixture (BGM) model represent the mixture of impulsive noise and background Gaussian noise due to thermal effects in the electronics in the time domain. Their PDFs can be expressed as a sum of two Gaussian PDFs as [9] , [10] , [15] , [24] p(λ
where 0 < α < 1 is the probability of impulse occurrence, σ 2 w and σ 2 i are the AWGN and impulsive noise variances, respectively. The FFT operation in (5) will spread the effect of the impulsive noise on each subcarrier converting its PDF to a Gaussian distribution, thus, the PDF in (24) can be expressed as [9] , [24] 
where σ 
and its phase φ Λ k = tan
.
Thus, the PDF of the effective noise samples at the ZF output can be expressed as
following similar derivation steps in (19)- (23), we obtain
C. Combined BI and BGN
In the presence of the combined BI and BGN, λ n =b n + i n = b n cos(θ n ) + i n and λ n = b n + i n = b n sin(θ n ) + i n are the real and imaginary components of the overall non-Gaussian noise samples in (3), respectively. The complex-valued noise samples after FFT operation in (5) can be expressed as
can be expressed as
Assuming ξ 
Comparing (30) with the integral formula in [27, Eq.(3.462, 2.
8 )], we can obtain the distribution of the combined noise samples after the FFT operation as
Hence, the PDF of the magnitude of ξ k , can be described by a weighted sum of Rayleigh PDFs
and its phase can be described by a uniform distribution as p φ (φ ξ k ) = 1 2π
. Thus, the effective noise samples after the ZF equalizer can be expressed as in (27) by utilizing |ξ k |e jφ ξ k instead of |Λ k |e jφ Λ k and following similar derivation steps as described in (19)- (23), we get
IV. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD (ML) DETECTOR, LOG-LIKELIHOOD RATIO (LLR) AND BER DERIVATIONS

A. ML Detector and LLR Derivation
We proceed now to compute the likelihood based on maximum likelihood (LML) detector as in [13] . For the case of BI only utilizing (23), the LML with respect to M -ary QAM ∀k = 0, 1, · · ·
moreover, the LML detector in case of BGM utilizing (28) and combined BI and BGM utilizing (33) can be expressed as
where can be expressed as
B. BER Derivation
We proceed now to compute the SER employing the LLR based on ML detector in (36). For the case of BGM and combined BI and BGM, we can derived the SER using the cumulative distribution function (CDF) as
hence, the SER, P 4−QAM s = F z (0), can be computed as
and E s is the energy per transmitted symbol. Thus, the SER of the M -ary QAM signal for M >> 4 can be derived using the SER of the √ M -ary pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) as
and in case of BI only can be derived as
where Ψ = Kψ Kψ+1
. Therefore, the general expression formula that describes the tight approximation of BER in different scenarios of BI, BGM and their combination over PLC channel utilizing M -ary QAM constellation can be expressed as [13] 
log(2π) [29] , is used to compute the large factorials in (28), (33), (35), (38) and (39).
V. EXIT CHART ANALYSIS
EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) chart analysis was first introduced in [21] to analyze the convergence of an iterative decoding, which can be achieved by observing the mutual information exchange between the variable node processors (VNPs) and check node processors (CNPs) that work cooperatively and iteratively to make the bit decisions in the iterative LDPC decoder [21] , [30] . In case of combined BI and BGM, the LLR values of C BPSK constellation can be computed using (36) utilized p Z (Ŷ k |X k = ±1) in (33). Due to the hard simplification of the LLR equation in this case, we simplify the magnitude PDF of the total noise sample in (31) after the FFT-OFDM demodulator to new formula as
where the total noise variance at the OFDM receiver due to BGM can be expressed as σ is the impulsive to Gaussian noise power ratio. Moreover, we can approximate the equalized noise sample in (33) to new PDF utilizing (42) with variance
hence, the LLR values utilizing (43) can be computed as
, and variance, σ 
where i and ε i are the fractions of degree i of variable nodes and check nodes, respectively.
For computer implementation, we approximate I A = J(σ A ) in Fig. 2 into three regions using least-square curve fitting [31] as
and the inverse function σ A = J −1 (I A ) can be computed as 
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this Section, we investigate the exact fitting of the derived distributions by simulation. In order to assess the performance of the proposed LDPC-COFDM system over the PLC channel contaminated by different scenarios of BI and BGM, the derived PDFs are utilized.
The simulation parameters were set as follows, the number of sub-carriers chosen as N = 4096, modulated using a 4096-QAM constellation for a rate-1/2 irregular LDPC code. Each code block is decoded by using SPA with the maximum number of iterations 50. The PLC is modelled by modified the Zimmermann model for 15-taps. The system performance is compared against the conventional LDPC-COFDM system, in which a blanking non-linearity impulsive noise mitigation method is utilize (4), and the LLRs are computed based on the Gaussian distribution.
Additionally, both systems are compared to the uncoded system that utilizes LLR computed based on the LML detector and for the frequency bandwidth of 22.4 MHz that utilize in HomePlug AV [12] .
In Fig. 4-(a) , we demonstrate the BER performance of LDPC-COFDM system utilizing the derived PDF in the presence of Nakagami-m BI only with m = 0.7 and 0.5, in which the obtained LLRs are computed based on the derived PDF in (23) . This performance is compared to the conventional system and uncoded system, respectively. It can be seen from the figure that the BER performance is approximately unaffected by changes in the value of m associated to Nakagami distribution. This is due to the fact that the BI after the FFT operation will appear ) BN sim., m=0.7 BN der., m=0.7 IN sim, α=0.3, ρ=100 IN der., α=0.3, ρ=100 BN+IN sim, m=0.7, α=0.3, ρ=100 BN+IN der, m=0.7, α=0.3, ρ=100
Background noise Impulsive noise Combined noise We proceed now to compare the data throughput of both systems in the presence of BI with m = 0.7 and BGM with α = 0.1 and ρ = 100. To achieve a BER of 10 −5 by utilizing a 4096-QAM constellation, the proposed system needs an SNR of approximately 39 dB. In contrast, for the conventional receiver to achieve the same performance an additional margin of 12.5 dB of SNR is required as shown in Fig. 5 -(a) with blue lines. To compare the data throughput of both systems, the comparison needs to be performed at the same BER and SNR. Therefore, the conventional system needs to reduce the constellation size from 4096 to 512-QAM to achieve a BER level of 10 −5 at a SNR of approximately 39 dB, as in the proposed system. This comparison is shown in Fig. 6 . The resulting data throughput of the proposed and conventional systems can be then computed as 256 Mpbs and 145 Mpbs, respectively, as shown in Table II . Thus, the proposed system offers a 111 Mbps higher data throughput than the conventional system. The EXIT chart analysis is shown in Fig. 7 for the noise parameters that were used to obtain the results of Fig. 5 -(a) for α = 0.1. It can be seen from the presented trajectories that the proposed receiver requires only 7 iterations to converge compared to the 21 iterations needed by the conventional receiver. This is due to the wider opening of the EXIT chart achieved by the proposed receiver. Lower number of iterations results in reduced decoding latency, which important for the transmission of delay-sensitive, multi-media content. Furthermore, it reduces the total energy consumption of the proposed receiver.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the performance of the LDPC-COFDM system has been improved by deriving the effective noise PDF based on the ratio of complex-valued random variables at the ZF equalizer Gaussian PDF with 21 iterations Derived PDF with 7 iterations Fig. 7 . EXIT Chart for LDPC-COFDM using (33) over 15-path PLC channel.
